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On the Improvement of Walking Performance in
Natural Environments by a Compliant Adaptive Gait
Elena Garcia and Pablo Gonzalez de Santos
Abstract—It is a widespread idea that animal-legged locomotion
is better than wheeled locomotion on natural rough terrain.
However, the use of legs as a locomotion system for vehicles and
robots still has a long way to go before it can compete with wheels
and trucks, even on natural ground. This paper aims to solve
two main disadvantages plaguing walking robots: their inability
to react to external disturbances (which is also a drawback of
wheeled robots); and their extreme slowness. Both problems
are reduced here by combining: 1) a gait-parameter-adaptation
method that maximizes a dynamic energy stability margin and 2)
an active-compliance controller with a new term that compensates
for stability variations, thus helping the robot react stably in the
face of disturbances. As a result, the combined gait-adaptation
approach helps the robot achieve faster, more stable compliant
motions than conventional controllers. Experiments performed
with the SILO4 quadruped robot show a relevant improvement in
the walking gait.
Index Terms—Compliance control, gait adaptation, legged loco-
motion, stability criteria.
I. INTRODUCTION
I T HAS BEEN thought that one day walking robots will re-place wheeled machines on natural uneven terrain, yet there
are still virtually no real walking robots robust enough to walk
successfully in natural environments. In spite of the initial ex-
pectations, most walking robots are still laboratory prototypes,
and their industrial application is still far from occurring. One
can find extensive work in the literature on the design and con-
trol of statically stable gaits that are good enough for walking
on rough terrain [1]–[3]. Although these algorithms can help the
robot negotiate rough terrain, they utterly ignore the question
of adapting to the disturbing effect of intrinsic robot dynamics,
on-board manipulator dynamics, or environmental disturbances.
Previous work on adaptive dynamic walking is biologically
inspired, based on neural oscillators [4]–[7]. Among them, only
the work by Kimura et al. [7] achieved dynamic walking over
medium-rough natural terrain. Furthermore, the performance of
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systems controlled by central pattern generators (CPGs) can
potentially suffer if significant disturbances exist [8]. In fact,
none of the biologically inspired work deals with external dis-
turbances during the gait.
Active-compliance controllers have been used to control
walking-robot gaits successfully [9]–[11]. This kind of con-
troller produces a motion similar to that produced by a spring
following Hook’s law, connecting a foot directly to the body.
This helps the robot recover from small perturbations. How-
ever, when walking on inclined ground or troubled by sizeable
disturbances, the transient response of the compliant motion
can itself cause instability.
In this paper, we propose to improve the robustness of
quadrupedal walking on uneven terrain via a method that
enables the robot to recover from external disturbances and
increase average gait speed. The gait is based on a classical
two-phase discontinuous gait [1] of the type widely used in
statically stable walking machines. The gait is automatically
adapted to uneven terrain and external forces and moments by
a novel gait-parameter adaptation algorithm, while a body-reg-
ulation system based on active compliance helps the robot react
to impulsive disturbances. And we move one step beyond at
this point by improving the robustness of the active-compliance
controller by inserting a new term in the active-compliance
equation that is proportional to the variation of a dynamic sta-
bility margin. As a result, the proposed adaptive and compliant
gait improves machine speed and stability in the presence of
internal perturbations (caused by robot dynamics) and external
perturbations (caused by the environment). The dynamic sta-
bility margin used in this paper is the normalized dynamic
energy stability margin, or [12], which quantifies the
impact energy that a robot can withstand. This stability margin
was chosen in the light of recent results on the classification of
stability margins, which has shown that the most accurate sta-
bility margin when robot dynamics are significant is
[13]. This stability measurement is used throughout this paper
to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed approach in
experiments with a real robot. Computation of is
detailed in the Appendix. Videos of every experiment described
in this paper are available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The problem approach
is described in Section II. The proposed dual method for
achieving a compliant adaptive gait is described in Section III.
The experimental setup is detailed in Section IV, which includes
testbed description, signal processing, and tuning of controller
gains. Experiments showing the improvement afforded by the
proposed method are reported in Section V. Finally, some
conclusions are presented.
1552-3098/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Quadruped robot SILO4 walking on natural terrain pulling a load. Re-
sultant of inertial forcesF and momentsM and gravitational forcesmg have
been plotted. (Color version of Fig. 1 is available online at http://ieeexplore.org.)
II. PROBLEM APPROACH
Let us consider a quadruped robot during its motion on nat-
ural terrain, where inertial forces and moments due to
leg transfer and body motion become significant (see Fig. 1).
While in a natural environment, the robot is subject to the impact
of external disturbances such as a gust of wind, or unforeseen
contact with the surroundings, that added to the robot’s internal
dynamics, may cause instability. Furthermore, the quadruped
robot walks on uneven ground, which implies a nonhorizontal
support polygon and a reduction of the stability margin. The
robot walks in a two-phase discontinuous gait, while gait sta-
bility is controlled using a dynamic-stability criterion.
Following the dynamic-stability criterion, a quadruped is dy-
namically stable if every moment around the -edge of the
support polygon due to robot/ground forces and moments is pos-
itive, with the vector that goes around the support polygon in the
clockwise direction being positive, that is
(1)
where is the edge of the support polygon, and is the number
of supporting feet. is the moment around the axis , and
comes from
(2)
If (1) is true, the robot is dynamically stable, and then the
NDESM is defined as the smallest of the stability levels required
to tumble the robot around the support polygon, normalized to
the robot mass, that is
(3)
where stands for the stability level of the th side of the sup-
port polygon, which physically means the increment of mechan-
ical energy required to tumble the robot around the th side of
the support polygon, computed from (see Fig. 2)
(4)
Fig. 2. Outline of the S computation.
where is a vector orthogonal to the th side of the support
polygon that points to the center-of-gravity (CG) position, is
the moment of inertia around the rotation axis , is the angular
velocity of the CG, is the inclination angle of the th side
of the support polygon, and , , and are the rotation angles
around the axis. is the rotation angle required to position the
CG inside the vertical plane (see Fig. 2); is the angle that the
CG rotates from the vertical plane to the critical plane, where
the resultant moment acting on the CG vanishes. Finally, is
the addition of both rotations. Unitary vector is tangent to the
CG trajectory, and is the unitary vector that goes around the
support polygon in the clockwise direction. The first three terms
on the right side of (4) represent the potential energy required for
the tumble caused by gravitational and nongravitational forces
and moments, while the fourth term represents kinetic energy
(see the Appendix and [12] for a more detailed explanation).
is the only dynamic stability margin that considers the
effect of impulsive, external disturbances on robot stability.
To show the disturbance that an external force causes in robot
stability, an experiment has been carried out using the SILO4
quadruped robot (see Fig. 1) [14], [15]. A digital video of this
experiment is available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org (video1). In
this experiment, the SILO4 walking robot performs a two-phase
discontinuous gait in natural terrain while it pulls a 50-N load.
Additionally, is computed in real time. The SILO4
robot walks during almost two gait cycles at 16 mm/s, until
it turns over due to the disturbance. during the ex-
periment is plotted in Fig. 3. The figure shows the time evo-
lution of the stability margin during the gait which consists of
the rear-right leg transfer phase (4), followed by the front-right
transfer phase (2), and afterwards body propulsion with all four
legs in the support phase (body). The second half of the gait
cycle is symmetrical for the legs on the left (shown by the se-
quence (3)-(1)-(body) in Fig. 3). The stability margin decreases
significantly during each leg’s transfer phase, especially at the
moment of foot lift. The leg inertia at that moment is significant
enough to reduce the stability margin, bringing it too close to
zero in some phases. The effect of the load disturbance can be
observed in the reduction of the stability margin for each phase
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of S during the experiment. The leg in transfer
phase is shown in brackets, as well as the period of body motion in each gait
cycle.
over time. For instance, looking at the stability margin during
the transfer phase of leg 4 in the first gait cycle, and comparing
it with the stability margin of the same leg transfer phase in
the second gait cycle, one can observe a significant decrease in
during the second gait cycle. The same re-
duction can be observed for all other gait phases. The figure and
the video show how the robot does not start pulling the load until
the first body motion of the first gait cycle. In the second half of
the first gait cycle, the robot is affected by a constant disturbance
while it transfers legs 3 and 1. The effect of the constant external
disturbance can be noted in the very different stability margins
for the transfer phases of these legs. If there is no external dis-
turbance (as during the transfer phase of legs 4 and 2 in the first
gait cycle), the stability margins of both legs on a given side
(left or right) should be the same on flat, even terrain. If there
is a disturbance, the stability margin goes down for the transfer
phases of the legs that are closer to the direction of the external
force (the rear legs, in this experiment). During the second gait
cycle, the stability margin gets distorted, and the robot tumbles
down during the last body motion.
To improve the gait’s robustness to external disturbances, two
steps are required: first, enable the stability margins of the rear
and front legs to be leveled in the presence of disturbances,
so that the probabilities of tumbling during each leg’s transfer
phase become equal, and second, compensate for intrinsic leg
dynamics to increase the stability margin at leg lifting. As a
result, the gait stability margin, which is the smallest stability
margin in a gait cycle, will be increased, and this makes for
an increase in average gait speed, improving overall walking
performance in terms of speed and stability in natural environ-
ments.
III. THE ADAPTIVE COMPLIANT GAIT
The goal of the proposed approach is to improve the robust-
ness of the walking gait by means of: 1) leveling the stability
margins of the rear and front legs in the presence of distur-
bances and uneven terrain, so that the probabilities of tumbling
during each leg’s transfer phase become equal; and 2) increasing
the gait stability margin during leg-transfer phases to compen-
sate for internal and environmental perturbations. Objective 1)
is accomplished by means of a gait-parameter-adaptation ap-
proach, herein proposed, that modifies gait parameters to max-
imize the stability margin during body motion and to level the
stability margin during transfer phases. Objective 2) is achieved
by means of an active-compliance approach, which has been
Fig. 4. Proposed gait-adaptation approach in two steps: gait-parameter adap-
tation to external disturbances and uneven terrain; and active compliance with
stability compensation to compensate for internal perturbations. The effect on
the stability margin has been drawn for each step.
improved in this paper to compensate for variations in the sta-
bility margin during each transfer phase. The proposed dual
approach is outlined in Fig. 4, where the effect of each step
on the gait stability margin is illustrated. Thus, as the diagram
shows, first the gait-parameter-adaptation approach levels the
stability margin during the transfer phases and increases the sta-
bility margin during body motion. Then, the active-compliance
controller with stability compensation herein proposed reduces
variations of the stability margin during the transfer phases. As
a result of these two steps, the gait stability margin is increased.
We will now describe each of these steps, followed by some
experiments with SILO4 that show the improvement in gait sta-
bility and gait speed.
A. Gait-Parameter Adaptation to the Environment
Humans and animals adapt their gait to terrain inclination
and external forces. Fig. 5 shows how human gait parameters
change when a person walks uphill or counteracts an external
force. The effect of an inclined terrain or a counteracting force
on gait is to reduce both the leg stroke , and the CG height .
The leg-stroke reduction implies the modification of footholds
in the gait cycle. Another effect is the modification of the hori-
zontal position of the CG. These three parameters are modified
to enhance stability. Therefore, the computation of a stability
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Fig. 5. CG height h and leg stroke s of a person walking on: (a) flat terrain;
(b) inclined terrain; (c) flat terrain under external forces.
margin that considers the destabilizing effect of both ground in-
clination and external forces, such as , is not enough to
enhance stability. The gait parameters must also be recomputed
to achieve efficient motion control.
Only a few researchers have attempted to partially solve
this problem, that involves complex issues such as dynamic
modeling and optimization of nonlinear systems. A deliberative
planning approach was used in [2] to generate static gaits for
the Ambler. This planning approach was used to determine
footfalls over uneven terrain, yet it did not consider robot
dynamics nor environmental perturbations. A static stability
margin was chosen in [16] to maximize gait stability during
the transfer phase of a discontinuous gait; however, the sta-
bility during the body-motion phase is minimized as a result.
Also, because of the consideration of a static-stability margin,
robot dynamics are not considered. An optimization method
to maximize a dynamic stability margin for a dynamic gait
was proposed in [17], yet their work failed to prove that the
optimized gait is better when external or manipulation forces
appear or the ground is slopped. Recently, the authors of [18]
have proposed an automated gait-tuning approach for RHex.
This approach is based on parameter optimization, and con-
siders robot dynamics and ground inclination. However, the
extremely specific kinematics of the RHex design [with legs
of one degree of freedom (DOF)] make it difficult to extend
the proposed algorithm to more general leg designs which
normally feature three DOFs. A completely different approach
was proposed in [5]. They presented a method for tuning CPGs
to produce basic locomotion. A static postural reflex succeeded
in distributing the robots’ weight equally over the feet, so that if
the robot was slightly pushed in any direction, the robot coun-
teracted the disturbance. However, the performance of systems
controlled by CPGs can potentially suffer if disturbances are
significant [8]. Therefore, to these authors’ best knowledge, the
problem of complete gait adaptation to both robot dynamics
and environmental perturbations is still partially unsolved.
The method we propose determines the right gait parameters
to adapt the gait to the environment by maximizing stability.
For this purpose, foot positions and leg stroke are determined
so that is maximum when the robot’s CG is placed at
the middle of the body-motion phase, and when the leg stroke
is also at its maximum. This condition will make the gait sym-
metric with respect to the stability margin, as will be explained
below. Let us impose a restriction on the problem statement:
Fig. 6. Quadruped robot on an inclined terrain.
Ground inclination and external forces lie along the robot’s lon-
gitudinal axis, and this axis coincides with the direction of mo-
tion. This restriction is inspired by biological behavior: humans
and animals usually align their direction of motion with the di-
rection of the disturbance, to better compensate for it.
The problem statement is as follows.
Let us assume a quadruped robot walking along the direc-
tion coincident with its longitudinal axis (see Fig. 6). Let us de-
fine an external fixed reference frame and a body-fixed
reference frame centered at the robot’s CG so that
the robot motion is along the axis. Initially, both reference
frames are centered at the same point. The terrain can be in-
clined, forming an angle with the axis. No motion along
the axis is allowed. and are the resultant robot/ground
interaction forces and moments acting on the robot, caused by
inertial, elastic, and manipulator-related effects.
The gait parameters have to be determined so that the max-
imum is reached when the robot stands at the middle of
its CG trajectory. This condition will make the gait symmetric
with respect to the stability margin. If the resultant gait is sym-
metric with respect to the stability margin, the probabilities of
losing robot stability when a rear leg is lifted or when a front
leg is lifted are the same. Once again, nature gave us one more
hint: when a person walks uphill, the horizontal position of the
person’s CG moves slightly forward to compensate for the tan-
gential component of gravity. If the person does not make this
change in CG position, he/she will probably tumble downhill at
the least unexpected perturbation (like a gust of wind), because
the probability of tumbling downhill is larger than uphill. The
horizontal motion of the CG will make the probabilities of tum-
bling downhill and uphill the same, thus decreasing the overall
probability of tumbling. Therefore, first of all, has to
be expressed in terms of foothold coordinates and CG coordi-
nates. Considering the restriction we have set on the direction
of motion, the expression of is simplified to
(5)
where is computed as
(6)
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Fig. 7. Outline of gait-parameter adaptation for a quadruped in the body-mo-
tion phase of a two-phase discontinuous gait.
Notice that every term in (6) can be expressed as a function
of foothold coordinates and CG coordinates in the ref-
erence frame, that is
(7)
where are coordinates of two consec-
utive footholds in the support pattern, and , , are CG
coordinates in the fixed reference frame.
The gait-optimization procedure is divided into two phases.
The first phase consists of determining foot -positions and the
body CG -position along the axis, and the leg stroke that op-
timize the gait; that is, the maximum is reached when
the CG is placed at the middle of the body-motion phase and
the leg stroke is maximum. The height of the CG is maintained
at a value that allows obstacle avoidance during body motion.
If the CG height is included in the optimization procedure at
this phase, the result will require the robot to walk at a zero CG
height, where is maximum. However, this result is ab-
surd for any applications requiring walking robots to negotiate
terrain irregularities. Therefore, once the rest of the gait param-
eters have been obtained for a conservative CG height in the
first phase of the gait-optimization procedure, a second phase is
carried out to adapt body height to the terrain profile and also
enhance stability.
1) First Phase: Leg-Stroke and Foothold Calculation: This
phase determines the foot and body CG -positions along the
axis and the leg stroke that optimize the gait in terms of stability.
Let us use the name for the -coordinate of foothold
referring to the body frame just before the body-
motion phase starts. Fig. 7 outlines an overhead view of leg
workspaces, footholds, and leg stroke for a quadruped during
the body-motion phase in a two-phase discontinuous gait. The
four legs are in support, thus propelling the body forward. The
initial position of the robot has been plotted in a thick solid line,
while the final position of the robot has been plotted in a thick
dashed line. denotes the left front leg’s foothold, de-
notes the right front leg’s foothold, denotes the left rear leg’s
foothold, and denotes the right rear leg’s foothold. The CG
trajectory has been also plotted, where denotes the -coor-
dinate of the CG position, and the maximum-stability position
lies at the middle of the trajectory. Notice that the length of each
body motion is half the leg stroke, that is, . Therefore,
maximizing is accomplished by maximizing .
The leg stroke can be expressed as a function of the front legs’
footholds as follows:
(8)
The two rear legs’ footholds can be expressed in terms of the
two front legs’ footholds:
(9)
(10)
where is the minimum position that leg 3 can achieve,
due to workspace limitations.
To obtain the optimized gait, , , and have to be
obtained so that is maximum at the middle of the CG
trajectory. As foot and body CG positions along the axis are
required to solve this problem, has to be expressed as
a function of footholds and CG position in the body reference
frame, that is
(11)
Notice that in the above expression, the coordinates have
been omitted as variables due to the restriction set on the direc-
tion of motion. The coordinates are missing as well, because
the robot walks along the axis, and every component is
a function of body CG height, which has been denoted as .
Whereas in this first phase of the optimization process, the CG
height is considered constant, , so (11) will not depend
on the height parameter, and
(12)
However, has been expressed in (7) in an external
reference frame . Therefore, mapping is required from
the external reference frame to the body’s reference
frame . Let us say is the position vector of the
body reference frame in the external reference frame, that is
(13)
Note that also matches the current position of the robot’s
CG in the external reference frame. Now, any point in the
body’s reference frame can be mapped onto the ex-
ternal reference frame by means of the following spatial trans-
formation:
(14)
where is the angle between the and axes (see Fig. 6), and
is the rotation matrix of an angle about axis .
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To solve (12), has to be expressed in terms of
foothold and CG coordinates, and later mapped onto the body
reference frame through (14). As a result, will be
expressed in terms of coordinates. The analytic solution of
(12) yields a complex expression that for the sake of clarity has
been solved numerically.
has to reach its maximum when the body CG is lo-
cated at the middle of the body trajectory; therefore, the objec-
tive function is
(15)
However, there is also another objective function, because the
leg stroke should be maximum, too
(16)
with the following constraints:
(17)
(18)
(19)
where and are the maximum positions that
legs 1 and 2 (respectively) can achieve, due to workspace limi-
tations. Thus, the first two constraints (17) and (18) are given by
the leg-workspace limits, while the third constraint (19) avoids
leg-workspace overlapping, where is a constant. For the
SILO4 robot 0.1 m to avoid the feet stepping over each
other.
To solve the multiobjective problem, the -constraint method
is used [19]. This method involves optimizing a primary objec-
tive , and expressing the other objectives in the form of in-
equality constraints . Therefore, one of the two objec-
tive functions is expressed as a nonlinear constraint. In this case,
the primary objective function is (16), and the secondary objec-
tive function (15) is expressed as
(20)
where is the maximum value of for the
current gait configuration. Whenever the gait configuration is
changed by the optimization method, the value of
changes, too.
Therefore, the multiobjective optimization problem is thus re-
duced to a simple constrained optimization problem, where (16)
is the function to maximize, subject to constraints (17)–(20).
The problem has been solved numerically for the SILO4 robot
by an iterative process, starting from an initial estimate of foot
positions and . In each iteration step, the resulting foot po-
sitions and body CG position are computed, and the value of
is computed from (5) for the resulting gait configura-
tion. The suitable selection of is critical for ensuring a fea-
sible solution.
2) Second Phase: CG-Height Calculation: Once the foot po-
sitions and leg stroke have been determined, the second phase
tunes the CG height to enhance stability. When, as a result of
the first phase of the optimization approach, the leg stroke is re-
duced in order to adapt the walk to stepped ground or an external
force and enhance stability during the body-motion phase, sta-
bility is reduced during the transfer phase. This consequently
reduces the gait stability margin, which is an undesirable ef-
fect. This problem can be solved by reducing the CG height (as
mentioned above in this section). To solve this problem, the fol-
lowing condition is stated:
(21)
where stands for a constant value of the gait stability
margin in nominal conditions, that is, on flat terrain when there
are no external disturbances. Therefore, is constrained
to equal the robot’s in the absence of external forces
and on flat ground during the transfer phase. The function
is the result of the first phase of the optimization procedure,
where every gait parameter has been obtained. Therefore, the
only variable at this phase is CG height . This problem is a
nonlinear equation of a single variable that has been solved by
least-squares optimization.
B. Body Regulation by Active Compliance With
Stability Compensation
Once the gait parameters have been adapted to the envi-
ronment, the stability margins during the rear- and front-leg
transfer phases will be equal. However, the gait stability margin
is still reduced during each leg transfer phase, due to internal
leg dynamics that are significant at leg lift and foot placement.
This second step in the gait-adaptation approach is aimed at
increasing the gait stability margin, as well as reacting to pertur-
bations of this sort via body regulation (see Fig. 4). To achieve
this goal, we propose to use an active compliance approach
with a new term that compensates for variations.
The principle of active compliance in a walking robot con-
sists in controlling the motion of each leg in the support phase so
that steady-state force errors at the foot are considered linearly
proportional to displacement errors in accordance with Hook’s
law [9], [10]. However, active compliance can also be imple-
mented with a velocity servo system [11]. Thus, foot-force er-
rors are converted into foot-velocity errors and later mapped to
desired joint speed, so the active compliance equation for each
supporting leg has the form
(22)
where is a vector of commanded joint speeds, and
are vectors of desired Cartesian foot position and velocity, de-
termined by gait generation, and is the vector of desired
Cartesian foot forces, obtained from the force-distribution al-
gorithm [20]. and are measured Cartesian foot positions
and forces. is the Jacobian matrix that transforms Cartesian
foot speed into joint speed. and are diagonal matrices
of gains.
In order to understand the behaviour of the system, let us
express (22) in Cartesian workspace coordinates
(23)
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Fig. 8. Reduction of gait stability margin when conventional active compliance
is used for body regulation in the SILO4 robot.
which can also be written as
(24)
where is the vector of commanded foot speeds and
(25)
From (24) and (25), we can understand the behaviour of the
system: the actual commanded velocities differ from the veloc-
ities imposed by the walking gait by a term that is a
tradeoff between position and force errors at the feet. In fact,
is the term that imposes the damped-compliant nature to
the system. If we assume that the velocity controller is nearly
perfect and that the actual foot speeds are very close to the
commanded speeds , then we can rearrange (23) as
(26)
Equation (26) corresponds to the equation of motion of a mass-
spring-damper system, being an effective stiffness [re-
ciprocal to effective compliance or compliance ratio (CR)], and
the effective damping of the system. It should be noted
that there is only one DOF, namely motion, to satisfy force,
velocity, and position requirements, and that all three cannot be
met in a closed kinematic chain. Therefore, a tradeoff among
these three magnitudes will be found, which results in the cor-
rection of desired foot speeds as a result of position and force
feedback.
The above active-compliance controller is used herein to en-
able the robot to react to internal and external impulsive dis-
turbances during leg-transfer phases. To achieve this, desired
ground-reaction forces at each foothold are determined so that
the robot’s CG stays at zero moments and . This is a
force-distribution problem that has been extensively reported in
the literature of force control [9], [20], [21]. However, the com-
pliant motion that helps the robot recover from impulsive dis-
turbances itself reduces the gait stability margin, thus increasing
the probability of tumbling down, as Fig. 8 shows. This figure
gives a comparison of for the SILO4 robot walking
using a position-based controller (dashed line) and conventional
active compliance (solid line). As shown, the impulsive per-
turbation of leg dynamics at leg lift reduces the gait stability
margin. Our work deals with this stability reduction, moving one
step beyond the current state of the art in active compliance by
inserting a term proportional to stability variations in (22). By
modifying the robot motion so that stability is increased during
leg lifting, we increase the gait stability margin, and therefore,
the admissible robot speed. There is one proviso: these CG reac-
tion movements should be in terms of body pitch and roll vari-
ations to maintain the gait pattern that was previously adapted
to the environment. Therefore, we assume that two angular ve-
locities ( and ) are desired at the robot’s CG during each
transfer phase, and that these angular velocities are proportional
to the variations of the stability margin with gains and ,
respectively, that is
(27)
If we consider that during the leg-transfer phase, the
quadruped robot stands on three legs, then the following equa-
tion system determines the desired vertical foot speed of each
leg in support to generate the desired angular speeds in the
robot’s CG:
(28)
where , is a 3 1 vector of vertical ve-
locity of every foot supporting the robot body, and is
a 3 3 matrix if three legs are in support, of the form
with , , for every foot in con-
tact with the ground.
By solving (28) and representing desired CG angular veloci-
ties and in terms of stability-margin variations, as in (27),
the vertical foot speeds of the supporting legs, as desired to com-
pensate for the stability decrease during a leg’s transfer phase,
are given by
(29)
where
and “mod” stands for the function modulus.
Therefore, as modified to control stability, the complete ac-
tive-compliance equation for each supporting leg is stated as
(30)
The compliant motion achieved through this equation is a
trade off, balancing desired gait position, force distribution, and
robot stability. The final active-compliance controller is illus-
trated in Fig. 9.
The performance of the modified active-compliance con-
troller can be analyzed by expressing (30) in Cartesian
workspace coordinates and rearranging by assuming that the
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of the active-compliance controller with a stability-dependent term (dashed square).
velocity controller is nearly perfect, and that the actual foot
speeds are very close to the commanded speeds
(31)
Equation (31) can be also expressed as
(32)
where is a time-variable damping of the form
(33)
where is a 3 3 diagonal matrix of elements
. Also, and are di-
agonal matrices with elements
(34)
(35)
Equations (32) and (33) correspond to the equation of motion
of a mass-spring-damper system with variable damping. Again,
CR is the effective stiffness and the effec-
tive damping of the system, which is a time-varying function of
the stability margin. Considering that the term can
be positive or negative, there exists the possibility that the ef-
fective damping coefficient changes from positive to neg-
ative values. In the case that the damping is negative, the damper
adds energy to the system, which suggests that the system mo-
tion has a divergent tendency. On the other hand, when
, the damper removes energy from the system, implying that
the system motion has a convergent tendency. Therefore, gains
and have to be tuned properly to avoid the system
response oscillate in a limit cycle. Gain tuning is explained in
Section IV-B.
To show how the proposed scheme of active compliance with
stability compensation provides better adaptation to both the en-
vironment and disturbances, the SILO4 robot was placed on a
surface having an inclination of 10 and commanded to start
walking, using first a conventional active-compliance controller
( s , 0.4 mm/s/N for every leg), and then
the proposed active-compliance controller with stability com-
pensation ( s , 0.4 mm/s/N, m ,
m for every leg). In both cases, at the moment of
leg lift, the robot fell slightly downhill because of the perturbing
impulse of the leg in transfer. Two consequences are shown in
Fig. 10. When the conventional active-compliance controller is
used (thin line), the stability margin decreases, and then it re-
mains at a low level, as shown in Fig. 10(c). However, when the
proposed active-compliance controller with stability compen-
sation is used (thick line), the robot recovers from the perturba-
tion, and the stability margin increases after a transient response,
eventually stabilizing at a stability level even higher than the ini-
tial state. If we compare the measured forces of the foot of leg
4 in support as obtained with the two active-compliance con-
trollers, we can observe in Fig. 10(a) that the proposed herein
controller makes the foot forces of the supporting legs fluctuate
after a transient of 0.7 s to compensate for the stability losses.
This can be also observed in Fig. 10(b), where foot -positions
are shown to fluctuate due to foot-speed changes for stability
compensation.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The SILO4 quadruped robot shown in Fig. 1 has been used
for experiments to show the improvement in walking afforded
by the approach proposed herein. Main features of this robot can
be found in [14] and [15].
A. Force Measurement and Processing
In order to carry out the experiments that are reported in
Section V, the reaction forces at the feet have been measured
and processed to accomplish three main issues:
force feedback for active-compliance control;
computation of and its time derivative;
determination of ground contact.
Three-axial force sensors based on quartz transducers are lo-
cated at each foot to measure the ground-reaction forces, which
however have been filtered differently as it was required for each
task.
1) Force feedback for active-compliance control: Active com-
pliance with stability-compensation control is performed
during the cycle period when three legs are on the ground.
Foot force-feedback is required, as (30) shows. The raw
force is filtered by means of a first-order low-pass filter
(LPF) (time constant 0.68 s, cutoff frequency
0.49 Hz) which achieves a tradeoff between speed of re-
sponse and smoothness to accomplish a stable active com-
pliance control with a period of 0.01 s. Fig. 11 allows for
comparison between raw force from the sensor (thin line)
and filtered force (thick line) when the leg is in support
phase.
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Fig. 10. Result of applying a conventional active-compliance controller (thin
line) versus the proposed combined active-compliance and stability controller
(thick line). (a) Measured vertical force at foot 4. (b)Z component of foot 4. (c)
Gait stability margin.
2) Computation of and : The same filtered
foot-force data used for active compliance control is also
Fig. 11. Measurement of vertical foot force in the leg 1 of the SILO4: raw force
(thin line) and filtered force (thick line).
used to compute . For computation pur-
poses,only theforceof the feeton thegroundareconsidered.
The active compliance with stability-compensation con-
troller uses the time derivative of as (27) shows to
compensate for stability loses during the time period when
three legs are on the ground. To compute the value
of is filtered by means of a first-order LPF (
0.95 s, 0.2 Hz). The time derivative of the resulting
is again filtered, using a first-order LPF (
0.05 s, 2.1 Hz). The final that has been used
for the experiments is a smooth signal that only reflects the
significant changes in the stability margin. This allows for
stable control.
3) Determination of ground contact: The instant of ground
contact at the end of the transfer phase of a leg is deter-
mined by foot-force measurement. The noise in the force
measurement is reduced by using a first-order LPF (
0.1 s, 0.97 Hz). There is also a need to eliminate
some different noise that comes from the piezoelectric na-
ture of the force sensors. The crystals of quartz transducers
produce an electrical output only when they experience a
change in load. For this reason, they cannot perform true
static measurements. When the leg is on the air, static force
measurement is required, and the sensor sometimes pro-
vides false measurements that lead to the determination
of a false ground contact. The problem is not solved by
the above LPF, nor it can be easily solved by resetting
each time the foot is known to be off the ground, because
the ground contact instant is detected by the same mea-
surement. We have solved it by using a nine-order median
filter before the above LPF. The resulting force measure-
ment is suitable for ground-detection purposes. Fig. 11 al-
lows for comparison between raw force from the sensor
(thin line) and filtered force (thick line) during different leg
phases. Observe the different noise that takes place during
leg transference, which makes it difficult to estimate the
instant of ground contact, and how the median filter solves
it. Ground contact is found for a reaction force higher than
6 N.
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Fig. 12. Effect of different gainsK K for a CR of 0.4 mm/N.
B. Tuning of Gains
As explained in Section III-B, the proposed active compli-
ance with stability-compensation controller can be modeled as
a mass-spring-damper system with a time-varying damping co-
efficient as in (32) which has to comply with an environment
that we model by a stiffness . The effective compliance of
the system is CR , and the variable damping of the
system is , described in (33).
It is necessary to adequately choose and in respect of
the characteristics of the environment. The steady-state value of
the foot position is
(36)
Since the environmental stiffness is typically high,
, and therefore, we should tune these gains to have large
and small , so that . However, there is an
upper limit in above which the system gets un-
stable. In our system, 0.6 mm/s/N. Therefore, for
this application, a as close as possible to the limit
should be used. Considering that the feet on the ground should
have to correct their position to comply with the environment,
and considering that the feet should correct as a mean 8 mm to
comply with a 20 N force increment, then the desired CR of our
system is 0.4 mm/N. Fig. 12 shows the effect of different gains
for a CR of 0.4 mm/N. One can observe how the system effec-
tive compliance gets closer to the desired effective compliance
as and increase. However, the system gets unstable for
0.6 mm/s/N, and therefore, we choose for the experiments
0.4 mm/s/N and s .
In the transient response of the system, the time-varying
damping coefficient can lead to a limit cycle. Therefore, gains
and have to be tuned to ensure that is always
positive. This condition leads to the following equation:
(37)
Fig. 13. Areas of stable motion and limit cycle as a function of gainsK and
K .
TABLE I
LOOKUP TABLE FOR GAIT OPTIMIZATION WHEN EXTERNAL FORCES EXIST
Fig. 13 shows the area of acceptable values of and
that ensure the stable motion of the system. Thin lines are ob-
tained by applying (37) to legs 1, 2, and 4, respectively (designed
by numbers inside brackets), while leg 3 is in transfer. Similar
lines are obtained for the other legs in transfer phase. The thick
line represents the limit curve for stable motion of the walking
robot as a function of gains and . Our system has been
tuned with gains m and m .
V. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE SILO4 QUADRUPED ROBOT
Three experiments have been carried out using the SILO4
quadruped robot to show the improvement achieved in walking
performance.
The first experiment is designed to focus upon the adaptation
to external or environmental forces. The SILO4 robot walks on
natural ground, and it is affected by an external force, achieved
by attaching the robot to a load (see Fig. 1). is com-
puted while the robot walks against the disturbance using a
two-phase discontinuous gait. The robot finally tumbles down
due to a 50-N force. A digital video of this experiment is avail-
able at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org (see Video 1). Then, the ex-
periment is repeated using the gait-adaptation approach, which
modifies the gait pattern for different external forces, as listed
in Table I, thus reducing CG height and leg stroke to maximize
the stability margin. In this experiment, the robot pulls the same
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Fig. 14. Time evolution of S for the SILO4 robot walking against a
50-N disturbance on natural ground. (a) Standard gait. (b) Adapted gait using
the proposed approach.
load that made the robot tumble down in the previous experi-
ment at a force of 50 N. See Video 2 at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
Fig. 14(a) shows the evolution of the stability margin during
the experiment in Video 1, when the SILO4 robot walks against
the disturbance using a standard two-phase discontinuous gait.
The asymmetry of the stability margin increases with time, the
stability margin dropping ever farther during the transfer phase
of the rear legs (because the destabilizing effects of leg transfer
and force disturbance combine). Let us compare Fig. 14(a) with
Fig. 14(b) which shows the evolution of the stability margin
during the experiment in Video 2, when the SILO4 robot walks
using the proposed adaptive gait. As a result of adapting the
gait to a 50-N force, the stability margin is symmetrical for the
transfer phases of both the rear and the front legs. As a result
of the adaptation to a 50-N force, the gait is more stable than
in Fig. 14(a), increasing the gait stability margin by 70% in this
experiment. As shown in Table I, the use of the proposed gait-
parameter-adaptation approach increases the robot’s robustness
to external disturbances from a 50-N load up to a 200-N load,
that is, four times the perturbation in this particular robot. Note
that this robot is not able to pull a load higher than 200 N because
the CG height required for such forces is not admissible due to
kinematics.
The second experiment is aimed at showing how body reg-
ulation improves robot stability throughout the gait cycle, by
tracking the stability margin as the SILO4 robot walks. Fig. 15
shows three plots representing the stability margin for three
cases:
Case 1) the robot walks without active compliance, depicted
in a solid thin line;
Case 2) the robot gait is controlled under a conventional ac-
tive-compliance controller ( s ,
0.4 mm/s/N for every leg in support), plotted in a
dashed thin line;
Case 3) The robot gait is controlled by the proposed ac-
tive-compliance controller with stability com-
pensation ( s , 0.4 mm/s/N,
Fig. 15. Stability margin along half a gait cycle for three cases: without active
compliance (solid thin line); with conventional active compliance (dashed thin
line); and with active compliance and stability compensation (solid thick line).
m , m for every leg in
support). This last case is drawn in a thick line.
As the figure shows, the stability margin fluctuates as the
robot walks without any kind of active compliance, because of
the rigidity of the machine. The application of an active-com-
pliance controller clearly smoothes the walk, as depicted in a
dashed line. However, the compliant motion causes the stability
margin to decrease at the beginning of the leg transfer. The ap-
plication of the active-compliance controller with stability com-
pensation improves the resulting motion, achieving a better gait
stability margin while maintaining compliant motion. Note that
Fig. 15 only shows the improvement in gait stability margin
when the proposed active-compliance with stability compen-
sation is used (not the complete dual approach). As it was ex-
plained in Section III (see Fig. 4), the goal of the body regulation
by active compliance with stability compensation is to compen-
sate for stability-margin loses. It is not assumed to increase the
overall stability margin above the conventional method, but to
avoid the stability margin to decrease, maintaining it leveled.
If we compare the gait stability margin for the three cases in
Fig. 15, that is, the minimum stability margin that takes place
at 1.8 s during the rear leg’s transfer phase, we can see that
the gait stability margin when the conventional active compli-
ance is used is 35 mm, and it is increased by 25 mm more when
using the proposed approach. That represents an improvement
of 70% in gait stability margin. But how is the improvement
in gait stability margin related to the improvement in walking
performance? As Fig. 15 shows, even the conventional active-
compliance controller keeps enough stability margin. However,
if during this period of leg transference a perturbation is pro-
duced or robot speed increases, the controller that achieves the
poorer gait stability margin is more likely to allow the robot to
tumble down precisely during this period of time. Therefore,
the improvement in gait stability margin is a measurement of
the robustness to unexpected dynamic effects. See Videos 3 and
4, showing the improvement in gait stability of the proposed
approach, at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. Video 3 shows how the
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Fig. 16. Curves of gait stability versus average gait speed for a ground inclined
at 5 for cases (a) standard position-controlled gait (dotted line), (b) with con-
ventional active compliance (solid thin line), (c) with active compliance and
stability compensation (dash-dot thick line), and (d) the complete adaptive com-
pliant gait (thick line).
robot gets unstable when it walks uphill using a conventional
active-compliance controller. Then, the motion is repeated in
Video 4 using the proposed active-compliance controller with
stability compensation, resulting in a stable and compliant mo-
tion.
The third experiment is aimed to answer the above ques-
tion of what happens during the period of minimum stability
margin if robot speed increases. This experiment shows the im-
provement in gait speed that can be achieved by using the pro-
posed approach. In this experiment, the robot walks uphill on
a 5 slope. The gait stability margin has been plotted for dif-
ferent average gait speeds in Fig. 16. As a result, four curves
have been obtained, which show the evolution of the gait sta-
bility margin as gait speed increases for a standard position-con-
trolled gait (dotted line), an active-compliance-controlled gait
(thin solid line), an active-compliance-controlled gait with sta-
bility compensation (thick dash-dotted line), and the complete
adaptive gait with body regulation using active compliance with
stability compensation (thick solid line). This figure shows how
the gait stability margin decreases as speed increases, just be-
cause leg acceleration increases, leg inertia increases, and this
lowers the dynamic stability margin, which is a measurement
of how much dynamic perturbation the leg applies on the robot
CG during leg transference. As this figure shows, the conven-
tional active-compliance controller does not do a good job for
inclined ground, because the compliant motion reduces gait sta-
bility, and the gait becomes unstable for an average gait speed
of about 21 mm/s. The position-controlled gait is more stable
than the active-compliance-controlled gait with stability com-
pensation at low speed, due to the slow transient response of the
proposed controller; at high speed, however, the rigidity of the
position-controlled gait produces wide oscillations that make
the gait unstable. The proposed active compliance with stability
compensation, on the other hand, achieves stable motion up
to the highest average speed that the actuators allow. Fig. 17
compares the stability margin along a gait cycle for the robot
walking at 24 mm/s using a position-based controller (dashed
Fig. 17. Stability margin along a gait cycle walking at 24 mm/s on a terrain
inclined at 5: without active compliance (dashed line) and with active compli-
ance and stability compensation (solid line).
line), and using the proposed active compliance controller with
stability compensation (solid line). As this figure shows, the sta-
bility margin at this speed for a position-controlled gait fluctu-
ates and reaches zero just before the second body-support phase.
However, using the approach proposed herein, the gait remains
compliant and stable. Finally, the thick solid line in Fig. 16 rep-
resents the curve of the gait stability margin for different av-
erage gait speeds when the complete dual approach proposed
herein is used to control the robot’s motion. The gait-param-
eter adaptation added to the active-compliance controller with
stability compensation improves gait stability for every average
gait speed by 15% for the worst case (low speed). The gait sta-
bility margin is much larger than for other methods for the same
speeds, therefore the robot is more stable and more capable of
supporting unexpected perturbations. Also, as speed increases,
for speeds that other methods became unstable, this method
keeps at values comparable with the best stability values of other
methods. This experiment has been done for increasing gait
speeds until the actuator speed limits were found, at 26.2 mm/s.
Even when the actuator limits are found and we simply cannot
go on with the experiments, if one imagines the tendency of the
curve, one can see that it could keep stable up to gait speeds
of 40–50 mm/s, which doubles the maximum speed of conven-
tional approaches.
Considering that the main drawback of walking machines
compared with wheeled and tracked machines is their low
speed and poor stability, the results presented here show the
gait-adaptation method is a relevant improvement in the control
of walking robots and their adaptation to natural environments.
Video 5 showing the SILO4 walking uphill in natural ground
by using the complete gait adaptation approach (gait parameter
adaptation and active compliance with stability compensation)
is available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A method for achieving a compliant adaptive gait for a
quadruped has been proposed in this paper. The proposed
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approach is divided into two steps. The first step finds the gait
parameters that maximize robot stability in the presence of
environmental perturbations, like external forces or sloping
terrain. The gait-parameter-adaptation method is inspired by
the natural gait adaptation carried out by humans and animals
to balance external forces or the effect of sloping terrain. The
second step of the proposed approach is a body-regulation
system to counteract internal leg dynamics and impulsive
perturbations during leg-transfer phases that usually reduce the
gait stability margin, thus increasing the probability of tum-
bling down. The body-regulation system is based on the new
active-compliance controller herein proposed that improves
conventional active compliance by means of a stability-com-
pensation term. This compensation term is based on a dynamic
energy-stability measurement that considers the impact energy
a body can withstand.
Experiments using the SILO4 robot have been performed in-
doors and outdoors to show the improvement of the proposed
approach. The proposed gait-parameter adaptation compensates
for destabilizing effects, increasing the SILO4 robot’s robust-
ness to external disturbances to 70%. The proposed active-com-
pliance controller with stability compensation also counteracts
impulsive perturbations that, augmented by the compliant be-
havior of conventional active-compliance controllers cause in-
stability, especially when the robot walks on inclined surfaces.
The proposed approach also allows average gait speed to be in-
creased up to actuator limits, improving on position-based gait
controllers by about 15% for the worst case. The active-compli-
ance controller with stability compensation does not outperform
position-based controllers at low speeds due to the slow tran-
sient response of the compliant controller. However, the coali-
tion of the gait-parameter-adaptation approach and the active-
compliance controller with stability compensation, presented in
this paper, do improve on position-based controllers, even at
low speed, by about 32%. The proposed active compliance with
stability-compensation controller improves on conventional ac-
tive-compliance controllers by about 102% on inclined ground.
APPENDIX
COMPUTATION OF
Let us consider a walking robot during its motion. At a given
instant, an external impact causes the robot to tumble around
one edge of its support polygon. Fig. 2 depicts the CG of a robot
during the tumble around the edge of its support polygon, given
by the line connecting footprints and . This edge is inclined
at an angle from the horizontal plane due to terrain inclination.
If the moment around this rotational axis caused by the resultant
forces and moments of robot/ground interaction, and ,
is able to compensate for the destabilizing effect, the robot could
maintain stability. If, on the contrary, the effect cannot be com-
pensated for, the robot will lose stability. Therefore, the instant
of critical stability occurs when the moment of robot/ground in-
teraction forces and moments around the rotation axis vanishes.
At that time, the CG is located inside a critical plane that forms
an angle with the vertical plane (position (2) in Fig. 2).
At the initial position (1) before the tumble, the CG is sub-
ject to inertial forces and moments ( and ), gravitational
forces and moments ( and ), and manipulation forces
and moments ( and ). The perturbing effects of a leg
in transfer phase can be also considered as manipulation terms.
Assuming that the dynamics of the legs in the support phase is
negligible relative to the body dynamics, the resultant force and
moment of robot/ground interaction are given by
(38)
(39)
The mechanical energy increase experienced by the CG
during the tumble from position (1) to position (2) is given by
the following energy balance:
(40)
where and are the potential and kinetic energies of the
CG, respectively, before the tumble (1), and and are the
potential and kinetic energy of the CG at the critical plane. In-
side the critical plane, the rotational speed of the CG is zero at
this time, therefore
(41)
The increase of potential energy, , is the sum of po-
tential energy due to gravity, , and the rest of forces and mo-
ments, and , that is
(42)
(43)
(44)
where
(45)
is the nongravitational component of . Finally
(46)
To compute the kinetic energy of the system before the
tumble, the following equation must be solved:
(47)
where is the moment of inertia around the rotation axis, which
is known, and is the angular speed of the robot before the
tumble, which is obtained from
(48)
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Let us consider the speed of the CG before the tumble (1),
. Then, the angular momentum is computed from
(49)
where is the total mass of the robot and its manipulator
system. Then the kinetic energy of the system before the tumble
can be obtained by substituting (48) and (49) in (47).
Thus, the term is obtained by substituting (42)–(47) into
(40)
(50)
is the stability level, and physically means the increase of
mechanical energy of the CG when pivoting around the edge
of the support polygon.
The final expression of is
(51)
where is the stability level, given by (50).
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